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Preface

I

n 1512, the independent principality of Moldavia became a tributary to the
Ottoman Empire and, for the most part, was ruled by Ottoman-appointed rulers
(except, of course, during occasional occupations by Russian forces during the
th
th
18 and 19 centuries) until 1812 when Russia annexed Bessarabia, holding it
through 1856, when the Treaty of Paris restored southern Bessarabia to Moldavia.,
which merged with Wallachia in 1859 and assumed the name of Rumania.
Throughout this period of history and well into the twentieth century, the custom
in much of Moldavia was to name streets after prominent individuals from the
occupying nation. Since the country was conquered on a regular basis, thousands
of address changes were filed three or four times a year, hopelessly paralyzing the
postal authorities of the region. Inevitably, even those natives who had lived in the
same ancestral homes for their entire lives rarely received any mail. In fact, no
one received any mail at all until April 1, 1923 at precisely 10:00 AM. (Greenwich
Mean Time plus two hours) when everyone in the country received an official
looking envelope sent by a mysterious benefactor. It contained many colorful
documents that inspired their imaginations and filled their hearts with hope. The
personally addressed cover letters assured each recipient with the message, “You
May Already be Winner! But you MUST respond now!”
To insure that the responses were received in time, the people threatened
revolution unless the postal system was revamped and a universal system of
addresses adopted. Since every member of the government and royal family also
received the letter, a violent uprising was unnecessary and implementation of
postal reform took place immediately. It was officially decreed that everyone,
regardless of race, creed or station in life, was equally entitled to an efficient
method of sending and receiving their “billets” (“letters” in French, the language of
the Eurasian royal courts who took turns ruling Moldavia). Thus were the long
suffering citizens given their first taste of democracy and everyone took advantage
of their “Unique Opportunity” to purchase five-year subscriptions to the magazine
of their choice.
As a result of what was later declared to be the first successful mass mailing of
junk mail to impoverished nations, the “mysterious benefactor” who had initiated
the campaign from his apartment in Newark, New Jersey, became known as “The
Billet King of Moldavia.” He later sold the business to a prominent publishing
house and began his next quest – to achieve fame and fortune as a stage mind
reader and as the first “Psychic to the Stars.” His success is a matter of historical
record.
What follows is an in-depth description of “The Moldavian Switch.” The foregoing
history was included to depart from the time-honored tradition of assigning exotic,
yet totally meaningless, titles to mental effects. As Annemann succinctly put it –
Gabbatha!
Bob Cassidy
Seattle, Washington
February 2003

The Vanishing Art of Billet Switching
Despite the fact that billet work is often called a
cornerstone of effective mentalism, very few
performers actually use the technique. One likely
reason is that the necessary switches require high
levels of manual and misdirectional skills – abilities
sadly lacking among those who entered mentalism
with the incorrect - and often ignorant - assumption
that it is somehow “easier” than magic.
I believe that the opposite is true. Perfect execution
and a high level of performing skill is an absolute
requirement for anyone who hopes to succeed in
mentalism.
Photograph taken on May 23,
1940 at the Hotel McAlpin in New
York City shows Ted Annemann
in performance at the Society of
American Magician’s banquet. In
his own words, his act was “the
biggest flop on the bill.”

Accidental exposure of a method during
performance, while presumably embarrassing to a
magician (although I have seen many who couldn’t
care less), is fatal to a mentalist, for it reveals his
entire premise to be false. Audiences know that
magicians are only performing “tricks” and the
accidental (or intentional nowadays) exposure of a method only confirms and
demonstrates the details. Mentalists, on the other hand, are in the same position
faced by professional card cheats. The least suspicion of trickery, in the words of
Erdnase, must be assiduously avoided. Rather than embarrassment, the clumsy
mentalist is subject to ridicule and his audiences to disillusionment.
Most modern mentalists were first introduced to billet technique in the pages of
Theodore Annemann’s Practical Mental Effects, which described a single-handed
switch, a two-handed version, and variations with a thumb tip. The techniques are
very effective, but require a good deal of practice and careful handling to perform
indetectably.
The above photograph shows Ted Annemann performing his classic billet routine
“The Test of the Tiber.” While Annemann admitted that he flubbed the effect that
evening, he was probably unaware that he also exposed the method. If you look
closely at his left hand, you will see a finger-palmed billet plainly visible between
the middle and ring fingers. While his hands are held in the ideal position for billet
work, the sleight requires the hidden billet to be palmed between the base of the
middle finger and the bottom of its first phalange. This, coupled with the

requirement of natural hand position, can easily result in exposure if the performer
is the least bit careless.
Switches of this type also require that one billet slide over the other during the
move. If the performer’s hands are the least bit sweaty, this can pose a problem.
Additionally, proper misdirection is a must, for the sleight is not invisible if the
spectators keep their eyes locked on the performer’s hands. (Close-up magicians
and professional gamblers refer to this as being “burned.”) But the photo of
Annemann proves that even skillful misdirection cannot deceive the eye of the
camera.
[Note: Do not jump to the conclusion that I am in any way disparaging Annemann’s
technical ability. By most accounts, his technique was usually flawless. On the night
the photograph was taken, however, he had several drinks before taking the stage.
This, no doubt, contributed to his carelessness. It is completely understandable,
however, because he was apparently the only mentalist present at the magicians’
banquet and there was, in all likelihood, no other way to tolerate the incessant
requests to “Watch this!” that are customarily inflicted upon all attendees.

The “Moldavian Switch” is a technique that effectively removes the “difficulty
factor” from billet work. With its several variations it can be used to present any of
the many billet routines and effects published during the last hundred years. You
should be able to master the move in just a few days, leaving you free to
concentrate on presentation without the fear of fumbling or accidental exposure.

The Billet
The billet switches described by Annemann, as well as many others, are
performed with a billet folded three times – in half, in quarters, and once the long
way.
This results in a billet which can be finger-palmed along the inside length of the
middle or ring fingers. Most standard center tear techniques, on the other hand,
use billets that are simply folded into quarters. Routines such as Annemann’s “A
Day in the Life” (Practical Mental Effects) combine both techniques, a difficult
thing to accomplish if you feel, as I do, that there is no logical explanation why it
would be necessary to fold a piece of paper a certain way in one effect and a
different way in another. Nor is it consistent to prefold a billet in switching
routines – a usual safeguard against the likelihood of a spectator folding it the
wrong way – and to allow the spectator to fold it himself when only a quarter fold
is required.
In my early years as a performer, I used the three-fold billet almost exclusively. I
had learned it from Annemann’s description when I was about fourteen years old,
but it took me several years to perfect the move to the point where I could
confidently present it in public But even then I felt that a quarter fold billet would
be much more natural and less likely to trigger a subconscious question mark in
the mind of an astute spectator. I also had come to an early conclusion that the

soft paper billets described in most of the older texts were useless for a stage
performer. In order to write on a paper billet a spectator needs a desk or a writing
surface of some kind. Otherwise, he is likely to either put a hole through the
paper or to write very lightly, making it harder to secretly read the billet.
Those who are familiar with my other writings already know that I finally settled
upon a quarter fold billet made from one half of a three by five index card. Most
of my previously published routines and switches, notably Fourth Dimensional
Telepathy, the Name/Date Routine and the Godfather of Billet Tests, which
appeared in Theories and Methods for the Practical Psychic, use this type. The
reasons that I find them preferable to paper billets are that they are stiff enough to
allow writing without the need of a writing rest; they are easily opened and
refolded secretly either in the hands or in the pocket - particularly when the
umbrella move is used; they are opaque, thus allowing the spectator to use a
writing instrument that produces heavier lines that would be easily visible through
paper billets unless the tri-fold method was used.
These billets can be used effectively in “The Moldavian Switch”, but I have found
that the move is much easier and more practical if the billets are made from 4” X
6” index cards cut into fourths. The resulting billets are somewhat smaller, but not
noticeably so.
The size, however, enables me to secretly unfold and refold the billet in my hand
rather than in my pocket.

The Proper Material
and Fold
Here is a picture of the billets I use
for the switch. Make some up and
see how they work for you. If you
have very large hands it won’t
really matter what size billet you
use. But if your hands are average
or small, I think you will find these
to be excellent.
Note that a 4” X 6” index card gives you four billets of the proper size.
The individual billets are folded into quarters by either the performer or the
spectator. If the spectator does the folding you just nee to tell him to fold the card
“in half, and then into quarters.” This will result in a properly folded billet 99
percent of the time.

You will, of course, eventually run into a spectator who will proceed to fold the
billet into thirds or eighths or possibly crumple it up into a spitball. If he does the
latter, he is probably intending to throw it you when you are not looking. In
either case, just sarcastically complement him on how well he follows directions
and start all over again, saying, “Several other people will be writing on cards as
well and it is important that they all be folded the same way so that no one can
tell one from the other.”
Some writers have suggested that you have several extra dummy billets in your
pockets, each folded differently, in the hopes that one of them will match the
spectator’s. This is a bad idea for two reasons. The first is that if you will need to
use valuable pocket space for an unnecessary index of some sort unless you are
confident that you can tell the billets apart between by touch alone. The second is
that you really ARE dealing with a spectator who is unable to follow directions
because he is:
[Choose one]
nervous
skeptical
naturally troublesome
simply stupid.
The nervous spectator can be handled with humor and gentle direction. The last
three types present problems that will take more than extra billets to solve. If you
find yourself continually getting these types as participants, you need to either
upgrade your performance venues or start paying more attention to your audience
BEFORE you select your “volunteers.” That’s right, they are not really volunteers.
NEVER ask for volunteers. You will either find that no one will volunteer except
those who are dying to be in the spotlight. This is something you can do without.
Trust me. Just decide on who looks interested, yet non-aggressive, and tell them
what to do. Most will take the path of least resistance and follow your instructions.
The fact that they’ve been taken by surprise effectively precludes the possibility of
unwelcome and/or premeditated conduct. My good friend Dr. Bob, “The Psychic
to the Stars” and presently reigning Billet King advises that effective volunteer
control can also be obtained with a cattle-prod. I have not, however, tested this
out and cannot personally vouch for its efficacy. Sounds like fun, though.

How the Switch Appears to an Audience

From the perspective of an attentive spectator it looks like this:
The billet to be switched out is held at the tips of the left hand fingers as shown in
the preceding photograph. The left hand is seen to be otherwise empty. (It may be
casually “flashed” to the audience by using an hand gesture while making an
appropriate remark. Please note: The line “Please observe that my hand is empty,”
is NOT an appropriate remark under any circumstances.) The right hand takes the
billet, which apparently remains in full view at all times. The switch is done.
SUMMARY: What does the attentive spectator see? Nothing.
As you have already purchased this manuscript it is not unnecessary for me to
engage in advertising hype, but I can’t help being extremely excited by the
simplicity and efficiency of the switch. Since no significant manipulation is
involved, it is essentially self-working. Furthermore, it is so completely invisible
that you could do it before a mirror or video recorder and you won’t be able to
see yourself doing it.
It is the very simplicity of the move that persuaded me to limit the distribution of
this manuscript. Please give it at least a bit more than the minimal amount of
practice it actually requires. Not only will you help prevent the accidental
exposure of a valuable technique, but you will have added a versatile and
extremely deceptive “move” to your repertoire.
It is not exactly correct to call the switch a “move”, for as I’ve said, there is no real
manipulation involved. It is really a combination of a modified finger palm and an
optical illusion.

Preliminary Hand Position and the Basic Move
The three photographs above illustrate the movement of the dummy billet during
the
switch.
The first photo depicts EXACTLY how the dummy billet is palmed in the right
hand prior to the switch. This is shown from the point of view of the performer.
Compare this picture to the audience perspective photo on page 6.
Note that the quarter- fold billet is clipped between the middle phalanges of the
first and middle finger and extends perpendicularly from the fingers.
The second photo shows me placing my thumb under the billet and the third
photo shows me pushing it upward to a position where it becomes visible to the
audience. When actually performing the switch you will not be using the thumb to
push the billet upwards. You should, however, practice this several times simply
to make sure you are palming the billet properly and that it moves freely upward
when pushed by the thumb.
Make
certain
that the
billet is
not
visible
from the
audience’s view. You should be clipping it at the very end, just enough to hold it
securely.
The clip position as shown in the first picture is the basic palm position. At first
glance, you may think that this is far more “angly” than a traditional finger palm.
But if you hold your hand curved in a natural manner, as shown in the next set of
photographs, you will find that angle problems are virtually nonexistent.

The right hand, which is palming
the billet, as seen when hanging
naturally at the side.

The hands held in proper
position before the body. The
dummy is palmed in the right
hand.
(the one with the strange tattoo)

The billet is also easily
concealed when the hand is
holding a pencil. It does not
interfere in any way with the
act of writing.

Once again, here is the view of the switch from the audience side:

Carefully note the position of the spectator’s billet, held at the tips of the left
fingers in the left hand photo.
The right hand, with the palmed dummy, is about to descend toward the billet. It
will come down directly from above and the spectator’s billet will be used to push
the dummy into the positions shown in the right hand photo, while the right
thumb presses spectator’s billet into a right hand finger palm. The next series of
photos, taken from the performer’s point of view, should make this clear:

The right hand moves at a moderate pace. You can easily determine the correct
speed by watching your hands in a mirror. (After you are sure you are performing
them exactly as illustrated, and feel comfortable with the basic movement of the
billets and hands.) The right hand appears to simply lift the billet from the left
with a slight up and down movement. You will amaze yourself when you find the
correct speed for the billet will appear to remain in full view at all times.
You should be able to perform this proficiently in a matter of days. But even
before you have achieved the precise speed that creates the optical illusion,
perfect speed, you will notice that the switch is still extremely deceptive and is
unlikely to be suspected or detected.
Basic misdirectional principles, applicable to all sleights performed in the context
of mentalism, should nonetheless be observed. If you keep these in mind while
developing and performing routines with the Moldavian switch, you should have
no problem achieving excellence in what is considered to be the acme of
professional mentalism

Effective Misdirectional Techniques for Billet Workers

You should never look at your hands or the billet while performing the switch.
The moment you intentionally draw attention to the billet the effect becomes a
magic trick with a piece of paper. It might be perfectly executed but the illusion
produced is no longer mind reading. While I used to assume that this was a selfevident observation, I am now certain that it is not. Too many books and routines
recently released to the fraternity (often highly recommended to beginners in the
field) have featured effects and moves that completely ignore this essential
approach to effective billet work.
Switching should always be done in context. The mentalist’s persona and the
premise of his routine dictate the nature of the method to be used and the
appropriate misdirection. It is not the other way around. Rarely is an effective

illusion obtained when the routine and effect are designed simply as a means of
utilizing a method that the performer considers clever.
It is far wiser to write the script first and come up with the method later. (The
Moldavian Switch, for example, was not developed for its own sake. It was
intended to be an aid to the effective presentation of routines that already existed.
It is important, if you use hand gestures to cover a switch, to use the same
gestures throughout your presentation, whether or not a move is being performed.
Holding another object in your hands (such as a microphone, a lighter or a
pencil, etc.) does not significantly add to the difficulty of a switch but it
contributes greatly to effective misdirection by providing a logical motivation any
required hand motions.
Many very effective mentalists never seem to stand still during their performances.
They constantly wander through the audience (a technique that has become more
effective with the widespread availability of wireless microphones) and are easily
able to accomplish whatever secret move is required.
Do not get into the habit of “winging it.” When a performer decides that it is
presentationally effective to ad lib his act as the spirit moves him, relying on
“opportune moments” to hide his secret moves, he is deceiving himself more than
he will ever deceive his audiences. This is another example of letting the method
rule the routine rather than vice versa. (It is also a strong indicator that the
claimant lacks professional performing experience. If he had it, he would know
better.)

Variations and Applications
The Billet Holder

In part three of my Theories and Methods for the Practical Psychic I described a
question answering routine which utilized a special billet holder inspired by a
device described by Harlan Tarbell in Volume Four of his Course in Magic.
Here is a photo of the device that originally appeared in Theories Part Three:

The holder in the picture is actually an old
desklamp stand with a cork stuck into the
top of the shaft. There is a groove cut down
the middle of the cork into which billets are
placed, ostensibly to “prove” that the papers
remain “in full view at all times.”
Tarbell’s version was simply a candlestick
with a slot cut in the top of the candle. It is
still a workable approach, but the added
weight provided by the lampstand acts as an
effective “anchor” for a variation of the
Moldavian switch technique.

When the logic of your routine allows for the use of a billet holder similar to the
one shown, the occasional use of the Moldavian technique is extremely effective.
It actually makes the move even simpler than it is when done in the hands. The
optical illusion of the billet remaining in full view is extremely simple to achieve
because the visible billet can be plucked smarlty from the stand as the performer
moves forward to the stand and on to a spectator to whom he hands the switched
slip.

The Cigarette Case
Even if you don’t smoke, a cigarette case is a logical place to store billets and golf size
pencils for use in your demonstrations. It is also an excellent place to hide a billet index
as shown here:

Billets cut to the size recommended for the switch are perfect for use in this basic index,
which will comfortably hold sixteen quarter folded billets.
The index is constructed from the same index card stock as the billets. Taping
progressively shorter pieces of card to a large backing piece forms four pockets. The
index is then rubber cemented into the box lid.
The needed billet, later to be switched for a prediction billet, which is in full view on
the candle stand device, is easily obtained from the case under the pretext of removing
a pencil or a small stack of blank billets.

The Pencil Variation

Earlier, I showed you a photograph of my right hand concealing a billet while I
was writing on an envelope. This is the opening position for a very effect use of
the basic switch technique.
With the hands held in the position shown (and a dummy billet pinch palmed in
the right hand – the left if you are left handed) you write the initials of a spectator
who is holding a folded billet upon which she has written a secret thought
Pocketing the pencil and moving the envelope to his right hand where it covers
the dummy, the mentalist retrieves the spectator’s billet with his extended left
hand. It is taken by the tips of the left fingers and thumb, in perfect switch
position.
The left hand moves back to the performer’s body on a level with the right hand.
The envelope is grasped between the left hand little and third fingers. It can easily
be clipped in this manner while the billet is held at the tips of the upwardly
extended fingers.
The billet is now switched as in the basic hand-to-hand version and the dummy is
sealed into the envelope
This type of handling can be adapted for use with almost any hand-held object. I
use the move in my Name/Place routine in locations where the cigarette lighter
switch is not appropriate. In this case, I perform the basic switch while holding
either a pencil or my microphone. After the switch, I tear up the dummy and
pocket the pieces with my left hand. I then transfer the mike or pencil from my
right hand to the left and go to the right pocket for the stack of billets upon which
the stolen billet is secretly “umbrellaed” open.
Those of you who perform regularly should already be aware of how effectively a
microphone can be used to cover otherwise awkward or difficult moves. Rather
than follow the majority who seem to have opted for lavalier style mics to free up
their hand, try rehearsing your effects while holding a mic in your hand.
You will soon find that it serves the same misdirectional function provided to oldtime magicians by their magic wands.

Simply by playing with the switch while handling other objects is an excellent way
to perfect the move. At the same time you will discover the many ways the basic
handling can be varied to suit the requirements of whatever routine you seek to
perform.

Once again, I ask you to preserve the exclusivity of the secrets contained herein.
The more widely the move becomes known, the less valuable it becomes to
everyone.
And who knows? The next Billet King of Moldavia may be you!

